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web 1.0
web 2.0

blogger, wordpress etc
Digital text is different.

the machine is us/ing us
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Socialweb
realtime web
content & design totally separated
Ministers deny cuts are 'unfair'

David Cameron defends his "tough but fair" cuts, while Nick Clegg accuses critics of "not being straight" in claiming the poorest will be hardest hit.

Spending Review: Reaction
Flinders: How the pain will be shared
Analysis: The known unknowns
Key Points: Spending Review 2010
Q&A: What the cuts will mean
Reaction from around the UK

French unions announce new action
French unions call two more days of action - on 26 October and 6 November - to protest at the government's pension reforms.
Not all fun in the French south

Stay the course, Murdoch urges PM
News Corporation boss Rupert Murdoch urges the government to "stay the political course" on deficit reduction, in a speech honouring Lady Thatcher.

Skydiver murderer gets 30 years
A Belgian woman convicted of murdering her fellow skydiver and love rival by sucking her parachute was jailed for 30 years.

BBC's Sopel breaks hip in crash
Sex abuse vicar allowed to work
Willets rejects unlimited fees
Men guilty of shopkeeper murder
Liverpool fans 'hunted' by Utras
Bank levy to raise £2.5bn a year
Mother dies in de-icing accident

Winners and losers
Where the £81bn axe will fall and won't fall

Cuts protests
Could French-style strike action happen in the UK?

Falling tsar?
Why Moscow may ditch huge statue of Peter the Great

New ' mafia'? 
The battle between Turkish and Kurdish gangs in north London

Metal row
The exotic metals modern devices can't do without

Weird pre-nups
Drug tests, weigh-lys and infidelity bonuses
Ministers deny cuts are "unfair"

Prime Minister David Cameron and his deputy Nick Clegg have rejected claims the Spending Review cuts were "unfair".

The respected Institute for Fiscal Studies says poorer families with children would be the "biggest losers".

But Mr Cameron said higher earners would pay more, while Mr Clegg said those who called the measures unfair "were not being straight with people".

"Frankly they are frightening people and that is not right," said Mr Clegg during a joint visit to Nottingham.

And Chancellor George Osborne said that, including, June's Budget.
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Siri will fetch you content - design is all voice and Siri based… Siri Demo :D
share – gain an audience – link to like minded individuals
democratisation of art
democratisation of art
“Dancers have created a whole global laboratory online for dance

Kids in Japan are taking moves from a YouTube video created in Detroit, building on it within days and releasing a new video”
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http://www.ted.com/talks/the_lxd_in_the.internet_age_dance_evolution.html
Jon M. Chu
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evolution of dance
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Evolution of dance

Lil Demon
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you also get inspiration
Art builds on Art
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More links
http://scrapiteria.blogspot.com/
http://www.hamburgereyes.com/
http://www.gatheredinspring.blogspot.com/
http://www.postsecret.com/
web allows for independent distributors – it is also creating the new streams...

online tools to enable distribution ...
Different content but same same pieces that make up the listing:

- title
- description
- tags
- materials
- location
- payment methods
- date added
- photograph
- category
- colour
sneak peek – responses etc – web designers
http://forrst.com/

http://emberapp.com/explore/images/  ??
anyone can do it? who is the artist – what does the artist need to do
sneak peek – responses etc – web designers
http://forrst.com/

http://emberapp.com/explore/images/  ??
Talk about design (140 characters)
Link and follow other designers/artists
The most awesome way to bookmark

Bookmark, organize and share your favorite images, videos, documents and links from all over the web.

SIGN UP NOW for free!
Inspiration does exist, but it must find you working.
GIMME BAR
gimmiebar
Welcome to EdShare

Organise
Organise your learning materials into collections and groups according to their subject matter

Share
Share your learning materials with other users of the EdShare system

Collaborate
Work together to produce new and more exciting learning materials

Tag cloud

- eulerian
- lagrangian
- flow
- convective
- differentiation
- formula
- data
- processor
- s045
- s024a
- random
- variable
- mgf
- forward
- contract
- black
- scholes
- option
- future
- acoustic
- green
- fixed
- points
- sources
- quadratic
- polynomials
- newton's
- and
- related
- methods
- s017
- m15dn
- ejournals
- level
- 1
- health
- sciences
- laplace
- transforms
- systems
- of
- equations
- s020
- multimedia
- elementary
- probability
- semantic
- web
- certification
- level
- curves
- stage
- test
- topic
- areas
- vectors
- and
- matrices
- tech
- execute
- cycle
- class
- educational
- policy
- bernoulli
- trials
- binomial
- distribution
- red
- exceptions
- presentation
- skills
- remx
- variables
- s061
- s028a
- school
- measurable
- sets
- global
- two
- dimensional
- wave
- equation
- diffeomorphisms
- probability
- independence
- bayer
- maxima
- and
- minima
- taylor
- maclaurin
- s022
- linked
- data
- key
- skills
- black
- scholes
- european
- forward
- start
- call
- option
- knowledge
- acquisition

Latest additions

INFO1010 Ethics in Practice
Slides with associated activities and reading list to Introduce in Practice to Computer Science and IT undergraduates

Dr Susan White
Shared with: World

2010 Intake Adult Lifespan Teaching Sept-Oct 2011

Dr Fionnuala Mckiehan
Shared with: World

2011 Intake Adult Lifespan Teaching Nov-Dec 2011

Dr Fionnuala Mckiehan
Shared with: World

2011 Intake Adult Lifespan Teaching Programme
Sept/Oct '11
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What am I in to? Show off what you are all about
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Where you are – will become a bigger thing
What design studios/ galleries do you visit – create your Design Identity

foursquare.com

What conferences have you attended – what have you spoken at
http://lanyrd.com/
Tumblr allows you to take all these services and present them on one page

http://virb.com/
http://www.behance.net

http://wordpress.com
http://www.squarespace.com

about.me ??
we think

The Audience is taking to the stage....
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socialweb has changed and challenged business's
Twitter has impacted on society
Education could be the next industry...
just make sure you are known...
“I really feel like my problem isn’t piracy, It’s obscurity.”

Cory Doctorow